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SOME BACKGROUND INFORMATION

This report covers the past three months of personal accounts,
experiences, cringey moments and opinions on Non-Fungible Tokens
(NFTs). Before I unpack my findings, it’s necessary to briefly
situate myself first.

My name is Camille Rojas. I am an artist who works with film,
photography and dance. Art-making has been a life-long passion and
when I learned that it could be a profession, I was ecstatic. I
received my BFA in Photography Studies at Ryerson University in 2017
and have been practicing professionally as an artist ever since.

I was born and raised in Toronto to Colombian parents, who immigrated
here in the 1980’s. Growing up, I was lucky to have supportive
parents who nurtured my artistry as much as they could. We didn’t
have a whole lot, and my parents worked overtime in order to sustain
our family. I remember my father always telling me that my personal
finances were extremely important and that I should conserve as much
money as I could so I may live comfortably. He didn’t want me to
repeat his mistakes. To many, it might seem counterintuitive for my
father to say this while also supporting my journey on being an
artist. Everybody knows the life of an artist is a precarious one,
right? Yet, he insisted I follow my passion. The journey hasn’t been
easy, but I still wouldn’t trade it for anything else.

Fast forward to the fall of 2015. I was well on my way to completing
my thesis film The Whistler (six years later, I would go on to sell
an excerpt of it as an NFT. More on that later on in this report).
That season, I visited Art Toronto for a third year in a row and only
then became aware of a small problem. If my interests are making art
films and dancing, how could I sustain myself besides one time
screening and performance fees? Could the emphermatlity of my chosen
mediums hurt me economically? Would I sell printed stills of the
films? Of the dances? Could I sell the film in its entirety itself? I
looked for answers. At the art fair, I came across what I believe was
the only screen-based work, tucked away in a dark corner of the
convention centre. I can’t remember the name of the artist, but they
had something like 3 editions of the film available, each for $800 or
thereabouts. There didn’t seem to be interest in it, during one of
the biggest events in the Toronto art ecology. I shrugged my
shoulders and moved on, not thinking about the provenance of
screen-based works until now.



I first learned about NFTs through my close friend, Paul-John Elisha.
He called me early February and told me to get on a zoom call with
him immediately. In the call, he gave me a thorough description of
NFTs, where they’re being sold, who is buying them and for how much.
I couldn’t comprehend how JPEG and GIFs could garner so much money -
I was totally flabbergasted and needed some time to marinate in this
information.

A few weeks later, Christie’s announced it would host its first NFT
auction: Beeple’s work Everydays: The First 5000 days. Conversations
about NFTs ignited in the contemporary art world and very quickly
seeped into my social media circles: some people speculating about
it, some spreading misinformation and some immediately jumping on
board. Only then did I finally realize its urgency and potential
impact on artists like myself. This is where I began to delve deeper
into the world: into the discord servers, Twitter threads and
Instagram DMs to determine if I should actively participate in this.
Does my performance and film work finally have a better place in the
commercial world? And on which platforms would I “mint” my works?
This decision took about one and half months. The following four
sections are the key reasons for my deciding factors: these topics
helped me clearly see past the digital gold rush happening before my
eyes.

MONEY PART 1: CRYPTOCURRENCY, FIAT & SAFETY

Understanding the basic principles of cryptocurrency is necessary as
all the major NFT platforms use this technology to sell artworks.
Like many artists, my knowledge on cryptocurrency was extremely
limited. I knew that if you owned 69 BTC in 2013, you’d be a
millionaire now. Knowing that the value of a digital coin can jump
this much, it’s evident that this space is extremely volatile. One
must exercise extreme caution before entering: this includes doing
adequate research and reminding oneself of realistic expectations.

https://www.christies.com/features/Monumental-collage-by-Beeple-is-first-purely-digital-artwork-NFT-to-come-to-auction-11510-7.aspx
https://www.cnbc.com/2017/12/11/bitcoin-millionaire-grant-sabatier-dont-buy-bitcoin.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2017/12/11/bitcoin-millionaire-grant-sabatier-dont-buy-bitcoin.html


A graph from coinstats representing the volatility of 1 ETH (Ethereum)
over the course of three months. The US dollar conversion is presented

for reference.

Cryptocurrency is a huge learning experience because the information
is difficult to understand for most people, artists alike. This poses
a barrier to some who aren't as technologically competent to navigate
and instantly understand the principles of cryptocurrency and how it
might benefit our society. There is also the luxury of time to fully
grasp this - it is incredibly complex and quite frankly, a bit
intimidating. I was lucky enough to have my friend Paul-John Elisha
explain it to me very thoroughly.

For someone to access cryptocurrency, they will need fiat currency to
purchase it (alternatively, they could mine it, which can be a costly
expense, depending on the individual’s hardware) an internet
connection, a computer, and possibly a smartphone for convenience. To
me, the idea of “free money” is appealing as I’ve worked most of my
life working 40 hours weeks for minimum wage for greedy corporations,
my soul and mind exhausted.

Over the years, I’ve become really interested in decentralization.
It’s no secret that governments and corporations across the world are
guilty of misusing funds, hiding valuable information from their
citizens and generally making lower income families' lives more
difficult. I’ve experienced it first hand and say the previous
statements with full confidence. How can we support ourselves and
each other without corrupt middlemen overseeing our most intimate
details? Is cryptocurrency one solution? For an artist, can the
currency earned from NFTs can fund their weekly grocery expense? Or
maybe even a month’s worth of rent?

https://coinstats.app/coins/ethereum/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=swOj0wvuCO8


This Instagram comment is in response to this infographic that claimed
CryptoArt is a Pyramid Scheme, which was shared publicly early March

2021.

The above Instagram comment brought me both anger and hope. Anger
because Iran is not the only country that has been sanctioned
against. As well, there are people like this user who are trying to
make a living and should not be subjected to this sort of treatment
because of corrupt politicians. On the other hand, there is a sense
of hope: my optimism of the digital medium has actually manifested
itself. Cryptocurrency can help sustain people and in the case of
this report, artists, possibly make a comfortable living. Later on in
my research, I would go on to see twitter threads and essays about
how people have been able to live just a bit more comfortably. This
is the biggest reason why I defend artists participating in NFTs.

Fiat currency, by contrast, while still having problems of its own,
is far less volatile than that of cryptocurrency. Yes, counterfeit
paper money exists but in comparison to cryptocurrency, I am more
concerned about the latter and its volatility. While it’s apparent
that cryptocurrency has been benefiting some artists, it’s premature
to pin this digital medium as the pinnacle of successfully pushing
away the middlemen. We have to keep in mind that putting the value
only to digital currency and even eliminating paper and physical
coins will hurt the most vulnerable: those without internet,
smartphones or homes. These people are also artists and they ought to
be included in conversations surrounding a burgeoning digital
currency.

https://www.instagram.com/p/CMSIGEunHAQ/
https://www.plummerfernandez.com/works/not-another-jpeg/
https://www.plummerfernandez.com/works/not-another-jpeg/
https://www.wealthsimple.com/en-ca/learn/2008-market-crash


MONEY PART 2: RICH PEOPLE RUIN EVERYTHING

Elon Musk and his Mother Maye Musk on Saturday Night Live, May 8th
2021. They’re literally dressed like Pixar super villains.

Many people speculate that cryptocurrency is another Silicon Valley
creation used to maintain the wealthy in positions of power. Others
(such as myself at this moment in time) believe that it’s a genuine
attempt to overthrow a system that has only ever benefited the
privileged. To me, cryptocurrency started off as something very
beautiful that was quickly overtaken by opportunistic investors and
celebrities. It seems as though these people will never be quenched
by their desire to hold the most currency, the most valuable assets
asnd to be in the 1% at all times. This is the unfortunate problem
with having the technology be so open: anybody, from any background,
can access and participate in. Can there be a way so it’s only
reserved for those who can truly benefit from it? For those who will
not corrupt it?

I bring the example of Elon Musk in this section. Musk is somebody
who has a significant influence over the cryptocurrency market and it
warrants a conversation into considering whether or not you are
willing to participate. On his May 8th guest appearance on Saturday
Night Live 2021, he mentioned the meme coin Dogecoin and told his
mother that it was his Mother’s day gift to her. I believe this was
an attempt to send the coin “to the moon” which basically means to
increase its value significantly in a short period of time. Even
though dogecoin is a meme coin, the mentioning of this on live
television had a ripple effect on all the other cryptocurrencies:
within a few hours, I opened my coinstats app to see the value of

https://www.forbes.com/real-time-billionaires/#6625aa43d788


various digital coins go down significantly. This is concerning (and
borderline illegal?). These decisions and outcomes affect anybody who
participates in cryptocurrency, artists and freelance creatives
alike. After all, they are using these currencies for their digital
artworks. Decisions by these elite people directly impact how we can
participate in the space and by extension, how accessible it becomes.
Is it worth the risk? To reiterate: I say to people who enter the
cryptocurrency space to exercise extreme caution, and to hold no
expectations. While I’m not a financial advisor, I think it’s good
advice for everyone to not put their entire life’s savings into a
speculative market. Nobody is safe here.

CLEAN NFTS

An early conversation in my discovery of NFTs was the ethical and
environmental impact they have. I am thankful for this early
conversation because I was able to avoid mistakes due to the
excitement generated by the NFT gold rush, such as minting works on
the ethereum blockchain (such as opensea, which anyone can use) ad
nauseum. I could have very easily exported 100 stills of a film and
sold each unique edition for a small amount of ETH if I wanted to.
These conversations served as one of the big deciding factors in
whether or not I would participate in this community. I ultimately
decided to do so, and the following paragraphs recounts my journey
making that decision.

Ethereum is most popular with NFTs. In order to create Ethereum, it
must be mined by several people around the world who have the
hardware and funds to pay for a costly electricity bill. When this
much energy is consumed overtime it becomes a cause for concern.
Early in March, a carbon calculator was created by artist Memo Atkin,
which told the user how much energy was used for NFT transactions and
minting (the figures reference energy consumption for planes and
household’s use of electricity). The higher the transaction, the more
energy consumed, some of which apparently were enough to power entire
countries. Not long after the creation of this calculator, Memo Atkin
was unfortunately subjected to harassment and abuse and had to take
the site down. I was sent this link many times by friends and
colleagues who were skeptical about NFTs. What a lot of people didn’t
realize was that this calculator was only for the Ethereum
blockchain: so it was assumed that all NFTs are on the Ethereum
blockchain, and by extension, a catastrophe for the environment.

It’s very easy to spread misinformation when a lot of new and
complicated information is circulating. I think it’s safe to say that

http://cryptoart.wtf/


we all want to sustain the earth as best as we can (it is our only
home). My speculations with these calculations are the fact that they
often negate renewable energy sources: windmills, solar energy and
water mills. It seems that they use the worst possible scenario to
illustrate a catastrophic figure, encouraging us to rethink our
priorities. On the topic of Ethereum, there are conversations about
Ethereum 2.0 coming soon, which promises to be more environmentally
friendly as the Proof-of-Stake technology requires significantly less
power. The downside of this conversation is that it’s been buzzing
for sometime now: “Eth 2.0 will come soon! Eth 2.0 will come soon!”
with no set date yet to launch. My hope is that this technology gets
reworked soon, to put our earth at ease.

An energy consumption chart overview, taken from the xDai Website.
xDai is another digital token that is tied to USD.

When I learned that there was going to be a Sotheby’s panel
discussion on NFTs on April 8th, I immediately saved the date. It
peaked my interest to see a big institutional entity talk about this
market that could potentially help smaller artists like me. This
panel discussion covered a plethora of information, so I will
reference this talk over the course of this report. When the topic of
the environmental concerns came up, I was on the edge of my seat. How
could these people defend something that seemed so catastrophic to
our planet? What were they going to say? This was when one of the

https://www.xdaichain.com/about-xdai/news-and-information/xdai-energy-efficiency


panelists, Li Jin, founder of a venture firm that invests in
startups, spoke: “NFTS are getting a lot of scrutiny that is out of
proportion relative to what we already do as human beings on this
planet”. This was the first time I felt I had finally been exposed to
the bigger picture. She then spoke about how the lithium batteries in
our smartphones are unethical due to cobalt mining, which then led me
to remember other unethical purchases people make: sweatshop
clothing, cars, the mica in your makeup, to name a few. I let this
information sit with me. A few days later, I had a meaningful
conversation with a close friend of mine, who is also an arts worker
and is very familiar with my practice. I expressed my concerns about
the scrutiny artists face in wanting to participate in NFTs, for
wanting to try to find answers in supporting doing what they love. He
validated my feelings and mentioned that corporations love to make us
feel like we are the problem. Like all the other celebrities, the
smaller artists like me should be allowed to enter the NFT space.
It’s really easy to feel guilty about this. I do think that each
individual is responsible for everything and living as clean of a
life as possible is good. But I want to remind people that there are
corporations whose actions are far worse than an individual artist’s
and if they themselves made the eco-friendly actions they’re telling
us to do, I’m fairly certain our home would be in a much better
place. For those artists who are getting scrutinized, I hope that
those same people are also actively scrutinizing non-environmentally
friendly corporations. I look at the xDai graph above this paragraph
and see Visa’s place in it and also think about MasterCard and
American Express: The cars that their salary workers drive? The
air-conditioned offices around the world that provide comfort for
them?

I like to think that we’ve seen technology grow for the better. For
example, 20 years ago, I couldn’t facetime with my family to keep in
touch during the COVID-19 pandemic. With the potential of
technological advancements considered, I remain optimistic that
blockchain technology will be energy efficient soon. During these
early environmental conversations, I listened to Jason Bailey (aka
Artnome) who was a guest on the WTF are NTfs podcast episode of The
Art Newspaper. He perfectly encapsulated how I felt about burgeoning
technologies: that no technology at the beginning of its creation is
ever going to be efficient. Revisions need to be made, consumers need
to test them out in real life and over time, generate answers on how
well they work. Just like Bailey, I believe that this technology
warrants upgrades to coexist the earth while still sustaining
artists, as our professions are already so precarious. Our ideas help
shape the world and we ought to receive support for what we do.

https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/business/batteries/congo-cobalt-mining-for-lithium-ion-battery/
https://www.theartnewspaper.com/podcast/wtf-nfts
https://www.theartnewspaper.com/podcast/wtf-nfts


I was browsing Twitter one day early March when I came across the
hashtag #CleanNFT retweeted by a Calo Cañizares, a Latin American
artist who I met on the Foundation Discord server:

I am comforted by the fact that people do care and people are finding
ways to be kind to the earth (Jason Bailey has a bounty for whoever
can create the most ecologically friendly platform). Now in late May,
Tezos has been getting some traction and is slowly becoming a popular
alternative to Ethereum due to it’s extremely low carbon footprint. I
will go more into Tezos later in this report.

COPYMINTING

Another concern with NFTs is the notion of copyminting: somebody who
downloads a user’s artwork and resells it as their own, under the
guise of that same artist’s usernames. I find this hilarious and
weird as the NFT world has found another way to mimic the traditional
art world. Like the real world, it is up to the collector to
thoroughly research what they are purchasing, if the link to the work
has truly come from the artist and whether or not they’ve tweeted
about it. I am also reminded of luxury accessories being
counterfeited and sold on the secondary market as legitimate: there
are signs of fakes and again, one must do their research to know what
they are purchasing. For me, I have a section on my website titled
NFTs where I link to the only two platforms I am on.

GETTING ON THE PLATFORMS PART 1: MINTING WITH FOUNDATION

After all the topics considered in the previous chapters, I was
finally ready to participate. At the time of this writing, I am
present on two platforms: Foundation and hic et nunc. To me, these
two platforms are polar opposite from each other and are prime
examples of how the NFT space directly mimics the traditional art

https://twitter.com/GaloAndStuff
https://twitter.com/GaloAndStuff
https://www.artnome.com/greennfts
https://tezos.com/
https://camillerojas.com/nfts
https://camillerojas.com/nfts
https://foundation.app/sothebaes
https://www.hicetnunc.xyz/tz/tz1h7uFFV7jCmhd1G5fWz8xvE5caFVhLUdNB


world. For now, I will only stick with navigating these two
platforms. I don’t foresee myself jumping onto other platforms
anytime soon as it would stress me out having to keep tabs on where
my works exist, as well as keeping up to date with the performance of
various currencies of each platform. It would feel like having a
messy studio for me, and I am someone who doesn’t like mess.

Foundation was the first platform I was really interested in. The
user interface was attractive, clean and easy to use. To get on the
platform, you have to be invited by an artist who has already minted
a work on the platform. To purchase works as a collector, however,
doesn’t need any invitation. So long as you have a wallet, you’re
able to collect works. Many artists whose work I enjoyed were jumping
on the space and I wanted to be a part of it too. It was exclusive
and felt special.

But for someone like me, I haven’t been in a community with digital
artists who take up most of the NFT space. I don’t know many people
who work in digital 3-D renderings, which is the most popular form of
NFTs. Getting an invite and then selling my work would prove to be a
challenge. I learned that Twitter was the main space for talking
about NFTs. It looked like using Twitter would be the only way I
could get an invite.

After a whole month of humiliating myself on Twitter, I finally received an
invite to Foundation.

There are two times I felt humiliation, one of which was tweeting at
creators who had invites to the platform links to my works and why I



deserve to be on the platform. I am not exaggerating, I did this for
the entire month of March. After I got my invite, I went and deleted
those embarrassing tweets because my pride got the best of me.
I should mention that this first venture into the platform wasn’t
done alone, but with my friend Paul-John. I had created a project in
the past titled Sothebae’s, which is a direct play on the Sotheby’s
auction house. I thought it would be funny to bring that concept into
this space since they deal with the same themes of corrupt markets,
and with the help of Paul-John, we would explore what this parody
auction house meant for us. Sothebae’s is a joint effort for both of
us in the NFT space and we’re slowly working away at what else we
could do with this new iteration of Sothebae’s. I suggested the first
work we mint would be a commission I did for Trinity Square Video
back in November 2020. The question would be: would we sell the whole
thing or an excerpt? We decided on the latter, and we spent a whole
week figuring out how this 1/1 edition would look (would it be VR?).
We ended up exercising our Adobe Premiere and After Effects skills to
make a regular video of the camera following 42 seconds of my
movements. Then, on Friday April 23rd, we minted the work.

The fees to mint on Foundation are really bad. You’ll often see on
Twitter: “Gas fees are low!!! It's time to mint!!!”. It cost us
somewhere around $150 USD to mint and then list the work on
Foundation (the listing part was a surprise to us). At first I
thought of it as the same as paying for traditional art’s supplies
(framing, printing paper) but it’s really bad if you’re someone who
doesn’t have that kind of money. It’s not really accessible.

https://erinstumpprojects.com/past-exhibitions/camille-rojas-sothebaes
https://camillerojas.com/stockmarket
https://camillerojas.com/stockmarket


Ta-dah! The conversion rate fluctuates everyday. The lowest was around
$1200.

To reiterate, my reason to choose Foundation as my first platform was
because of the exposure that platform received with notable artists
exclusively selling their NFTs there. Maybe this was a marker of
legitimacy for me. Then I realized that it’s the same exclusivity of
traditional art’s commercial galleries all over again.

Earlier in this report, I mentioned that I attended the virtual
Sotheby’s talk in April. This talk also touched upon the similarities
with the traditional art market and blockchain art market. Economic
Disparity in traditional auctions showed that the bottom 99% of
artists had 36% of sales whereas the top 1% had 64% of sales.
Economic disparity in crypto auctions shows a slight improvement:



Jon Ippolito presents a graph at the Sotheby’s talk to illustrate
economic disparity in the traditional art market and blockchain art

market.

I also subscribed to Brad Troemel’s Patreon to get access to his NFT
Report. Brad Troemel is often my voice of reason when it comes to
anything art world related. His approach to criticism is comedic,
relatable and easy to access (he makes memes). In his report, he
created a graphic that describes NFTs being a “Pyramid Scheme within
a Pyramid Scheme” the pyramid schemes being the traditional art
market within the NFT market. As long as I participate in the art
market, I know that there is always going to be the 1% taking up as
much space as they can.

I might have to practice patience with my work on Foundation. I told
myself to hold no expectations with the sale of this work. If it
sells, then Sothebae’s would be happy. The last thing I want to do is
flood my social media channels with constant self-promotion of the
same looping video. I love that work and I don’t want people to get
tired of it. I’ve seen other people constantly self-promote their
NFTs and it’s nauseating. Also to note that Foundation now has a
feature where you get voted in through the platform, called a
“community upvote”. I often post on the Foundation discord and will
get private dms asking for community upvotes. It’s really annoying.

GETTING ON THE PLATFORMS PART 2: MINTING WITH HIC ET NUC

The hic et nunc community is a lot of fun. Tezos is the currency that
hic et nunc uses, which is accessible to more people than Ethereum

https://z-p42.www.instagram.com/p/COYKaOXhXhC/
https://z-p42.www.instagram.com/p/COYKaOXhXhC/


because it’s really cheap to use (gas, minting and transaction fees
only cost a few cents) and is also environmentally friendly. It
launched in March of this year by Brazilian artist Rafael Lima and
has already become a favorite alternative (they’ve recently surpassed
100,000 “OBJKTs”, which means that 100,000 NFTs have been minted on
that platform). I am also interested in the platform because of the
strong Latin American presence here. As someone whose family
originates from that part of the world, I am always interested in
connecting with more artists who have a similar background to me.

To me, the hic et nunc community feels like what 8eleven was (this
was an artist-run gallery that used to exist in Toronto). I feel not
only welcomed, but more welcomed to experiment within the space, and
see exhibitions that do just that. 8eleven was a small, easy and not
super fancy place. I feel the same vibe with hic et nunc. The overall
aesthetic of the hic et nunc platform is simple and easy to use (I’ve
referenced the style in this report!).

As of May 29th, I have sold 8 editions of this video excerpt. If I
decided to convert my Tezos back into Canadian dollars, I would have

$50.

https://8eleven.org/
https://www.hicetnunc.xyz/objkt/92655


COMMUNITY SUPPORT ON HIC ET NUN

I saw something with this community that I haven’t seen yet with the
Foundation community. Do a quick Twitter search and you’ll find that
hic et nunc community members have hosted what they like to call
raids: a member will set up a pool where tezos holders will donate
their funds to. Then, the wallet holder will recruit a few members of
the community to “raid” hic et nunc by spending the tezos on artworks
that haven’t been collected yet.

The above screenshot shows a livestream of a hic et nunc raid. I went
in to observe how this was done. This individual, who goes by Weesh,
for example, didn't want to buy from his followers, but rather, other
unknown people. He did this by looking at hashtags and twitter shill
threads. He mentioned that the day before the raid, he had compiled a
list of works he was interested in and during the stream, would pop
those works up to show his audience. I wondered about the question of
the authenticity of the works: had this person done their research?
When asked about it in the chat, he simply replied that whether or
not it was authentic: “it’s now just $10 in some dude's pockets”. I
was a little bit disappointed to hear this but remain optimistic on
future raids. Maybe this is something I could sign up for and
research which works will be purchased and ensure their authenticity.

https://twitter.com/__weesh__


THE ART OF SHILLING

If you have no prior presence in the NFT community, you will likely
have a hard time selling your work unless you are Jeremy Bailey
(whose famous new media work already exists in the digital realm). To
sell your NFTs, you will have to humiliate yourself in promoting your
work first. This is the best way I can describe the experience. This
brought back memories of my month-long quest to get a Foundation
invite by doing the exact same thing: connecting, searching for
threads and constant self promotion. I didn't do this with my
Instagram audience because they would be confused.

Twitter and Clubhouse are the only places to shill NFTs. On Clubhouse
there are rooms that are more often than not dedicated to
self-promotion. This is all such a huge turn off and unfortunately,
it’s what most people see on the surface because everyone is
screaming on top of each other in order to be heard. Everyone is
desperate to get a piece of the pie. The digital goldrush will make
you do these things you never thought you’d do. I remember sitting in
this Clubhouse room that was reserved for women. I sat in for 3 hours
while I cleaned my home, maybe waiting for a moment to present my
work. One of the users mentioned that the previous Saturday, this
same room was going on for a grand total of 9 hours. It pained me to
think that people would stay this long, listening and only after
promoting themselves without any promise that it would go anywhere.

https://twitter.com/jeremybailey/status/1385563593803018240


Are people really listening or are they just waiting for their turn
to shill their work? Some of these rooms scream “GOOD VIBES ONLY” and
I can’t help but to think of the term “toxic positivity”.

Shilling your NFTs feels like everything your art school professor
told you not to do in the traditional art market. You often see on
commercial galleries’ websites that portfolios will not be accepted.
I’ve known of some artists sending portfolios anyway, in the spirit
of putting your foot in the door. It’s worked for some, and it hasn’t
for others. I remember a mentor of mine telling me that the galleries
think it’s “icky” when an emerging artist sends their works totally
unsolicited. I’ve felt a similar feeling: having artists I’ve never
spoken to DM me on Discord to “community upvote” them on Foundation.

BEYOND PROVENANCE:

I know artists are concerned about how their artworks will travel
through the secondary market. I understand that we don't want our
creations going into the hands of the wrong collector whose
intentions do not align with ours. I’ve meditated on this for awhile
and for me, I’ve decided that it’s not worth my mental and emotional
energy worrying about where my work lands. That is totally out of my
control.

I wonder: is this space for me or am I trying to put myself in a
situation that won’t work in the end? It’s too early to tell, but one
thing is for sure: this experiment is a lot of fun. I’m meeting
digital artists who I otherwise would have never met. These people
are fun to talk to and (this is the best part) their works finally
have a space in the market. I’m so happy for them. I wonder when the
rest of the collectors will come on board. The ones who already own
physical works of mine and the rest I’ve yet to meet. Do I have to
recruit them into making a digital wallet? I hear Brad Troemel’s
voice in my head: “Crypto Art is just a pyramid scheme within a
pyramid scheme!”. Suddenly I turn into the stereotype of the “crypto
bro” preaching to potential collectors: “DOGECOIN TO THE MOON!!!!!!”.

At the moment, I want to say I am ambivalent towards the whole
situation, maybe with a dash of optimism. I really do want to
continue believing in the potential of NFTs and the potential for it
to help artists such as myself. After all, it’s only been three
months. The saga continues...

https://help.foundation.app/en/collections/2854005-community-upvote
https://jhargrave.medium.com/crypto-bros-vs-blockchain-pros-e40e70319f36#:~:text=Crypto%20bros%20are%20man%2Dchildren,bro%2C%20here's%20a%20quick%20quiz.
https://jhargrave.medium.com/crypto-bros-vs-blockchain-pros-e40e70319f36#:~:text=Crypto%20bros%20are%20man%2Dchildren,bro%2C%20here's%20a%20quick%20quiz.

